
The Hogy Epoxy Jig: The light
body design results in a slow and
fluttery decent to the bottom. As
2oz epoxy jig require very little
effort to fish in under 80’ of
water while slow jigging.EPOXY JIG

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

Fast jigging is associated mostly with metals The bites
tend to be more aggressive but you need to also pay careful
attention to bites on the drop.

HOGY STRIPER JIGGING PLAYBOOK

BOAT FAST J IGGING APPROACH
Drop to the bottom or below targets identified on fish finder. Engage
and reel quickly while jerking the rod - cranking fast a furiously to the
surface. 

Green Teaser Assist Sand Eel
Jig: Our top choice for
imitating mackerel
throughout the water
column.

Olive In-Line Sand Eel Jig:
Stripers love sand eels, the
Olive Sand Eel Jig offers the
perfect profile for imitating a
variety of sand eel sizes.

The 2oz Hogy Epoxy Jig is an
ideal “fast” jig in depths
under 60 feet of water. This
lure will make commotion on
the drop and come “alive”
with just a medium retrieve
speed, allowing for adequate
time “in play” before
reaching the surface.

The best jigging technique for fishing with soft baits, often
underutilized. It’s a great technique for fish you see on the fish
finder that “won’t bite anything”.

FAST J IGGING

FAST & SLOW JIGGING TWITCH JIGGING
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Drop back and repeat.  2

3 BEST BETS
FAST J IGGING

SAND EEL J IG

SAND EEL J IG

HOGY EPOXY JIG

SLOW JIGGING

3 BEST BETS
SLOW JIGGING

SLOW JIGGING APPROACH
1

2

SOFTBAITS

STRUCTURE & SEARCH + DROP

Drop to a specific depth that you are targeting. 

Slowly raise your rod tip and let the lure fall slowly. 

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

FAST J IGGING BENEFITS
Cover all levels of the water column. Speed allows coverage of all depths of
the water column quickly. 
Speed elicits reaction strikes from unhungry fish.
Ideal for heavy current – frequent resets.
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4

Every few moments, change the depth by 10-feet using slow cranks, and
repeat the slow jig method. 

Drop back to the bottom and repeat. 

BENEFITS
You’re able to stay in a key strike zone for a very long time. 
Natural and subtle movements used to present a slow and easy bait for a lazy
striper to eat is a method that is deadly, especially with a softbait tail.
An easy technique for inexperienced guests on your boat

1.
2.

3.

FLUTTER PITCH

Flutter Pitch Jig: This jig has a
“flattened” design and a
latitudinal center of gravity
which allows for even the
heaviest of versions great action
at slow speeds as it shifts its
center of gravity in current. The
flutter Pitch Jig is ideal at the
deepest of striper depth in heavy
current. Larger sizes imitate
herring, pogies and mackerel.

Softbaits: a very natural option
for slow jigging as they offer
tremendous actin at the slowest
speeds, regardless of the shape.
Paddle tail versions will thump
with short sweeps of a rod tip. Eel
tail versions body’s will quiver
even when left in the holder at
drift.



Twitch jigging is a variation of the Slow Jig with the only
difference being a series of sharp fast twitches in the rod.
It’s almost like you are vibrating the lure with rapid rod tip
twitches. This technique works particularly well with the
Hogy Sand Eel Jig. 

Its long, slender profile responds with a lot of jerking rod
tip motions. The huge benefit of this technique is that you
can really dial in a certain depth. This is a useful method
when “sniping” fish you have identified on the fish finder.

You’re able to stay in a key strike zone for a very long time. 
Faster motions might trigger a reaction strike. 
Allows metal lure depth and softbait action. 

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

Protail Eel: Long tails on eel
bodied softabits quiver all
the way through the tiip of
the tail. Top sand eel
imitator. Not ideal option
when numerous bluefish are
in the area.

Sand Eel Jigs: The sand eel
jig is a tough duty sand eel
imitator. What this lure lacks
in finesse is made up for in
its ability to sink quickly,
stands up to bluefish and rig
in a variety of conf.

Epoxy Jig: Hogy Epoxy Jig’s
light body design results in a
jig that is highly responsive
to twitch jigging. Ideal in
depths 60’ and under.

Once you have too much line out from the boat drifting away
from your lure, reel in and repeat. 

If you are drifting for an extended period while blind casting, it’s often a
good idea to drop a softbait down deep and park it in the rod in the holder.
It’s truly embarrassing to think about how effective this technique is as
compared to all the energy and efforts anglers put into fooling striper. 

While dead sticking you are literally just putting the rod in the holder and
letting the boat do EVERYTHING. This is 100% a soft bait method as the
plastic is flexing with each rock of the boat. 

HOGY STRIPER JIGGING PLAYBOOK

TWITCH JIGGING APPROACH

Drop to a specific depth that you are targeting. 

TWITCH JIGGING

FAST & SLOW JIGGING TWITCH JIGGING

1

Twitch your rod with fast, short movements. 2

3 BEST BETS
TWITCH JIGGING

PROTAIL EEL

SAND EEL J IG

EPOXY JIG

STRUCTURE & SEARCH + DROP

WATCH VIDEO

FAST J IGGING BENEFITS
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Every few moments, change the depth by 10-feet and repeat. 

DEAD STICKING



WATCH VIDEO

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

You could argue that stripers and trout are similar in how
they stage on structure in heavy current. While in bigger,
deeper waters, a striper might behave like a trout waiting
for a fly when it stages behind drop-offs, boulders, wrecks
or whatever large structure might be present, eagerly
waiting for a bait fish to be swept down by the tide. 

HOGY STRIPER JIGGING PLAYBOOK

STRUCTURE JIGGING APPROACH

Anchor or maintain enough forward gear to hold the boat
in position about 50 feet in front of the structure.
Drop your lure to the bottom and jig it upwards four or
five times.
Once you feel the lure rising off the bottom, drop it back
down.

Anchored/Positioned: Positioning yourself in front of the
structure is a great method to focus on just one point of the
structure you are targeting. Be sure to have a plan for
hooking up with a large fish that requires you to drift off
anchor quickly.

1.

2.

3.

With the recent developments of fish-finding technology,
this technique is becoming more and more popular. In this
technique, you are literally cruising around looking for
targets to drop on. Search and Drop is the most tactical
variation of jigging in that the captain and crew work hand
in hand ready to coordinate the drop. Each angler is poised
and ready for the drop at a moment’s notice. 

STRUCTURE JIGGING

FAST & SLOW JIGGING TWITCH JIGGING

2 OPTIONS
STRUCTURE JIGGING

SEARCH & DROP

SEARCH & DROP APPROACH
1

2

STRUCTURE & SEARCH + DROP

Identify an active area.

Find a happy cruising speed, maybe 8-knots for searching. 

WATCH VIDEO
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4

Have anglers holding their rods at all times, ready to free spool their lure
at a moment’s notice. 

Along with watching the electronics, constantly look for changes in the
water and be ready to cast at any water that looks “pushed” or otherwise
altered. 

BENEFITS
Pinpoints finicky fish. 
The steady RPM’s of the boat will not spook the fish. 
Covers ground while still being able to study topwater and
fish finder. 

1.
2.
3.

Anchor/Positioned in front of the structure and drift
backwards.

1

Make repeated drifts over the structure2

In either case, the key point here is that you are attempting
to imitate a bait fish being swept down with the tide, over
the available structure -- all with your rod and lure.

Run up tide about 200 feet in front of the structure you would like to fish.
Drop your lure to the bottom and jig it upwards four or five times.
Once you feel the lure rising off the bottom, drop it back down.

Drifting: I tend to favor drifting, personally, over anchored structure jigging,
as you can fish all areas around a piece of structure. In many cases, stripers
will position themselves in a number of different places around the
structure. Drifting is also ideal when vertically jigging rips caused by a shoal.
By not being tethered to the bottom, you are able to move around more
easily and try different spots.

1.
2.
3.

Go-To Hogy Imitations: If you are dropping on fish that
you are marking on the fish finder, you'll want to get the
lure down as quickly as you can to catch the fish while it is
still close to being under the boat.
 
Hogy Pro Tail Eel: I like eel tail softbaits for tactical drops,
as you don't want the "parachute" effect of a paddle to
slow you down.

Jig Head on a Slappy Eel: This rig is quite popular for
anglers looking to substitute for a live eel. The bait is so
long and slender, it has incredible action with hardly any
rod movement. A simple rise and fall of the rod tip is
deadly.

WATCH VIDEO



Highly Imitative Jigging. Slow Flutter Fall Action. Big Bait Imitators.

Specialized weighted
softbaits are ideal for
imitating large to jumbo
sized baitfish. Protail Paddle:
When you need extra
thumping action to call fish
in from a distance, the paddle
tail is a top choice. Work this
lure on a lift and drop
retrieve, paying close
attention for any bites on the
drop. Protail Eel: If you find
yourself greeted with finicky
stripers on big bait, slow
twitching a Protail Eel in the
water column is a sure-fire
way to get bit.

The Sand Eel Jigs have
simplified the challange of
"matching the hatch" by
offering a variety of lengths,
weights and imitative colors
that shine when stripers are
keyed in on sand eels. While
the Hogy Sand Eel Jig is
designed for all speeds, it's
particularly deadly at high
speeds zipping through all
levels of the water column. 

The Flutter Pitch Jigs are
perfect for working the lower
to mid-water column for
finicky stripers. Using a simple
lift, reel and fall on slack line
kicks the Flutter Pitch Jig into
action! Erratic flutter fall
action triggers bites from
finicky stripers feeding on
larger baitfish species.
Attractive teaser assist hooks
add extra attraction when the
bite gets tough!

Adjust your jigging tackle to
match the Epoxy Jig best
suited to matching the
abundant forage. Often times
the smaller 3" - 3.5" Epoxy
Jigs produce on the most
finicky of stripers feeding on
micro herring, anchovy and
silversides. Be sure to drop
down to light fluorocarbon
leaders. 15lb - 20lb test can be
the ticket!

TROUBLE SHOOTING STRIPERS

Stripers keyed in on ultra-
small forage like anchovy.

When bass get keyed in on
micro-forage hatches later in
the summer, the bite can be
downright tough to get dialed
in! With a variety of sizes and
colors, the Epoxy Jig can easily
imitative the smallest baits.

Stripers bucket feeding on
dense sand eel schools.
Matching the size, shape and
color in a highly imitative
fashion is essential if you want
to compete.

Finicky stripers feeding on
various finfish.

When Stripers on keyed in on
herring, scup and butterfish
the flutter pitch jig offers an
imitative profile and excellent
slow flutter fall action.

Scattered Stripers feeding on
large bait fish in open water.

Sand Eel J ig Flutter Pitch J ig Hogy Epoxy J ig

Micro-Forage Imitator.

Weighted Softbaits

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

Open water Stripers feeding on
plumes of Sand Eels in various
levels of the water column.

SAND EEL J IGS
HIGHLY IMITATIVE

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

FLUTTER PITCH
SLOW PITCH & TWITCH

EPOXY JIG
MICRO-BAIT FIX

SOFTBAITS
MATCH THE HATCH

THE SOLUTION

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

THE SOLUTION

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

THE SOLUTION

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When bass are targeting big
baitfish in open water, you'll
need up up-size your offering.

THE SOLUTION


